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TrueDefi Introduction01

TrueDefi provides a revolutionary new way for
cryptocurrency projects to collect taxes without the use of
a distributor contract that stores and later sells native
project tokens in bulk. TrueDefi performs these functions
safely, efficiently and with each individual transaction, and
is able to be fully integrated with existing projects.
TrueDefi utilizes existing DEX/Liquidity pools and does not
require that a token host their project on a specific DEX to
incorporate.  This means that TrueDefi can be deployed
seamlessly regardless of the chain or DEX. The only
requirement is that the contract is able to whitelist the
TrueDefi contract from taxes so it can interact with the
existing DEX, LP Pool, and blockchain efficiently. 

TrueDefi has an in-demand use case for any token on any
network that collects taxes as part of their buying and/or
selling fees. As TrueDefi can be utilized with almost any
existing or new contact, it is extremely simple to set up
and begin use. Projects utilizing TrueDefi will immediately
begin receiving taxes to be collected on a per-transaction
bases to indicated project wallets, and projects that
successfully drive their trading traffic through the TrueDefi
Swapper can all but completely eliminate contract sales
that always seem to occur at the worst of times,
eliminating fear, uncertainty, and doubt caused by
untimely contract sales.
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TrueDefi Introduction01

True Defi is a project designed to provide solutions for Defi
challenges and pain points that are long overdue.  The
initial solution provided by True Defi, in its simplest form, is
a swapper contract.  The next generation True Defi
Swapper, however, is unlike any swapper contract used in
the past as it allows tokens to not only be PURCHASED,
but also allows tokens to be SOLD through the swapper.  

The secret lies in the code that allows the BNB to be
separated into appropriate wallets BEFORE a purchase or
AFTER a sale, eliminating the need for contracts to "store
tokens" to sell in bulk later, harming a rally or increasing a
selloff. 

Existing project contracts can implement True Defi
technology to allow buying and selling of the token
directly through the TrueDefi Swapper Dapp, immediately
collecting and distrubuting taxes.  For adaptations to
existing contracts, BNB can also be sent directly to the
swapper for purchases with no DAPP Web3 connection.  

(Currently, for adaptations to existing contracts, native
project tokens cannot be sent directly to the swapper to
sell.  In the event of a mistake, these tokens CAN be
retrieved)

For NEW contracts implementing True Defi, investors can
choose to use the True Defi Dapp to buy and sell, AND they
can choose to buy and sell by sending Smart Chain BNB
directly to the Swapper Contract Address, or sell by
sending native tokens directly to the Swapper Contract
Address. 
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TrueDefi Introduction01

SAFETY IS OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE
FOR TRUE DEFI AND THE CLIENTS OF

TRUE DEFI

That is why: 

True Defi stores ZERO tokens, and requires NO separate
liquidity, and operates with EXISTING DEXES

True Defi is not like other similar protocols that have to
have a separate dex, or separate liquidity.  

That is why: 

 THERE IS NOTHING TO HACK 
 

Clients can use True Defi 
with absolute confidence. 
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TrueDefi Market02

Challenge: Each blockchain is saturated by tokens that
employ taxes to fund a variety of purposes such as:
buyback and burn, rewards, marketing, dev team pay,
charity, community rewards, etc. One of the greatest
challenges for these projects is the way that the contract
must collect tokens over a period of time, until enough are
accumulated to trigger a large sell on the chart to fund
these purposes. Even over a year after the introduction of
contract sales, this continues to be a point of concern and
contention for investors, with many projects blaming “too
many contract sells” or “contract sells at inopportune
times” for the failure of a project to thrive. Telegram and
discord channels employ bots to warn users when the
contract is selling, warning investors.  It seems regardless
of the amount of education this is still a source of
frustrating FUD. 

Opportunity: There are thousands of active projects that
can benefit from eliminating frustrating contract sells,
creating a natural and healthy chart that continually
executes the tax collection system. Contracts cannot
perform this function traditionally with each transaction
because the number of native token transactions that
would take place would be gas-prohibitive for buyers and
sellers, raising the tax to an unreasonable rate. TrueDefi
can execute this trade with a patent-pending unique
approach to splitting the BNB before and after the
execution of the trade without the use of a separate DEX
or LP pool, creating a much more gas-efficient and chart-
beneficial system of trading. 

Market:  When projects learn about the opportunity that
TrueDefi provides to overcome the challenges of contract
sales, and understand that they can begin to accumulate
marketing, development, and buyback funds with EACH
transaction, there is no hesitation to incorporate this
technology for the benefit of the project and the holders. 
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TrueDefi Market02

TrueDefi is compatible with any 
EVM (Etherium Virtual Machine) 

compatible blockchains! 
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We anticipate our current most popular
markets to be the Binance Smart Chain and

Cronos chain, however, any compatible chain
can benefit from the use of a 

TrueDefi Swapper.  
 



True Defi Clients03

The following projects are currently utilizing the True Defi
swapper in a variety of ways, from adaptation to pre-existing
contract to a new project total integration. True Defi swappers
are suitable for projects at any stage of development. 

Adaptation to pre-existing contract with Dapp Build:

DiscoBurnToken - discoburntoken.com
RebelTraders  -  rebel-traders.com
DefiKings - defikings.io

Totally new project integration with Dapp Build:

PumpinGonuts - t.me/pumpinGoNuts
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TrueDefi Team04

TrueDefi is a division of Defi Solutions Inc., a registered and
licensed company in the state of California. The CEO is
Matt Cavanah, based out of Kentucky, USA. Matt’s
experience in coding, developing, and troubleshooting
smart contracts, swappers, staking contracts, and all
aspects of blockchain project deployment and
management have earned him a stellar reputation in the
space as a go-to for support at any stage of project
development. Having been an integral part of many crypto
projects, and currently serving as the CEO of the currently
operational project Rebel Traders, Matt has always had a
passion for evolving the defi space, improving safety,
education, and quality. 

The CFO is Jerry Berb based out of California, USA.  

Defi Solutions Inc. is governed by a board of directors
including Matt Cavanah, Jerry Berb and Tim Raymond and
follows all standard business practices for the
management of a licensed company. 
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TrueDefi Fees05

The following fees are collected for the integration of TrueDefi:

Setup Fee: Varies from $1000-5000 based on stage of contract
(existing, new) and complexity. 

Transaction Fee: TrueDefi seamlessly collects 0.5% of each
transaction value as payment for service. 

High Volume Discounts: For large projects with sustained
volume, the transaction fee will be reduced by 0.05% each $2M
in total volume, to a minimum transaction fee of 0.25%.This is a
“thank you” for exceptional projects that decide to adopt
TrueDefi into their new or existing project. 

Setup fees go to pay the development team, and all TrueDefi
Swapper fees collected are used to benefit TrueDefi token
holders directly. 

Realistic Projections help paint a clear picture of how quickly
TrueDefi, through simple organic marketing and word of
mouth referrals from community members, can be an
exceptionally succesful project delivering extreme value to
investors without relying on “hype”. TrueDefi is a REAL project
with a REAL plan for continued and stable growth. 
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TrueDefi Swapper Fee
(Projections)
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TrueDefi Token
TrueDefi Token
Symbol: TEFI
Decimals: 5 
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Native Token Distribution
Total Initial Supply : 1,000,000 (One Million Tokens) 

6% Team
40% Seed / Private Presale
25% Pancake Swap
29% Locked – Future DEX / CEX / CrossChain / Burn

Seed / Presale Price: 1BNB = 1,000 Tokens
Total Seed / Presale = 400 BNB
Total Initial Market Cap = 1000 BNB (Approx $225K)

BNB Distribution
250 BNB to PancakeSwap (25% LP Ratio at launch)
100 BNB to Development/Marketing 
50 BNB to initial Treasury

Seed / Presale
40%

Locked (Exchange/CrossChain/Burn)
29%

PancakeSwap
25%

Team
6%

07
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TrueDefi Smart Contract06

TrueDefi is published on the Binance Smart Chain and is a
BEP-20 token. The coding utilizes the most up-to-date
safeguards to ensure the solidity of the coding. Defi
Solutions Inc provides a variety of resources for smart
contract developers including the most effective anti-bot
protections, guidelines for safety from nefarious internal
actors, and short and long-term safety solutions that
ensure the longevity of every aspect of a project.
 
TrueDefi will be audited to ensure safety for all investors.
We recognize that most issues that arise are not related to
contract coding, but rather team issues.  The TrueDefi
team is doxxed and KYC'ed and members of a legally
registered entity.  Any noted audit issues with the contract
will be simply related to the fact that the contract remains
and will remaind un-renounced. 

The Binance Smart Chain Contract ownership is stored in
a multi-signature wallet, ensuring no individual on the
team can take any actions without the consent and
knowledge of another team member. The smart contract
has limited functions that permit modification, and has
protections in place to prevent any nefarious actions to be
taken by the team as individuals or in unison. Defi
Solutions Inc. recognizes that taking the appropriate steps
to safeguard a project and contract is possible, while still
giving the flexibility to manage an un-renounced contact
with a team that is able to respond flexibly as the needs of
the company progress. The Smart Contract will not be
renounced, and has been created with limited functions
that are accessible by the owner to ensure the safety and
security of all investors.
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TrueDefi Token
Tokenomics:

Buy Tax: 12%
4% to LP
2% to Dev Team
4% to Marketing
2% to Rewards

Sell Tax: 16%
6% to LP
2% to Dev Team
4% to Marketing
4% to Rewards

Naturally, there are NO CONTRACT SELLS on the chart for
TrueDefi as we are pioneers of a system that eliminates
undesirable and harmful contract sales. The TrueDefi
Technology is used to fund these various areas by
collecting the BNB with each transaction, not by
gathering and mass-selling native TrueDefi Tokens. 

None of the swapper fees go to pay the team – swapper
fees are entirely used to benefit the community of TEFI
token holders.  The team is paid as a portion of token
trading volume.  The integration and setup fees also go to
fund dedicated staff members working on contract
development and Dapp creation. 

07
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TrueDefi Token07

TrueDefi is a scaling elastic token which is inflationary
during the first 600 days (approx 20 months), moving
toward a net 0% inflation within that time. 

The logic behind this approach is simple: reward holders,
stabilize price during heavy growth phase, and steadily
shift to long term static / deflationary supply providing
steady price increase during the entire life of the project. 

As an elastic supply token, investors are automatically
earning interest on their tokens in their wallets without
the risk, effort, or gas involved in utilizing staking pools.The
APY schedule is realistic and designed to help the natural
growth of the token as we materialize into our long-term
market cap. 

This will result in an APY that is decreasing at a stable rate,
rewarding early and long-term holders the most while
simultaneously protecting all token holders by generating
a reasonable APY that does not outstrip buying demand 

Linear APY Reduction 1200% -> 0% in 600 days
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TrueDefi Token07

This elastic supply function is hard-coded into the contract
and cannot be circumvented, exploited, or altered.  The
APY will, without fail, reduce in a linear fashion to 0% over
600 days (approximately 20 months). The APY reduction
will occur with each 15 minute recalculation of supply. 

These timelines are indicated as “estimates” as the
reduction is calculated based on the time since launch, in
number of BSC blocks. While blocks have an average time
of 3 seconds, this is not an exact “atomic time” calculation
and may vary slightly based on blockchain speed etc. 

During this entire time, there will be buybacks and
burning from the profits received through the use of
TrueDefi in projects throughout the defi landscape. At the
end of 600 days, as early holders have been rewarded
through significant APY, TrueDefi will shift into a fully
deflationary mode allowing TrueVisionaries to experience
tremendous gains on top of their well-earned interest over
the first year and a half. 

When TrueDefi becomes net-deflationary (we anticipate
even before the end of the 600 days of reducing APY as
buybacks and burns outpace the dynamic APY rate), true
price discovery will be established as net monthly profits
and the impact they will have on the chart, are calculated. 

We believe that all projects should have income and
profits if they are going to withstand the test of time and
prove to be long term contenders in the space. We are
innovators. We are profitable. We are here for the long
haul. 
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TrueDefi Presale08

The investors in the private presale of TrueDefi are hand
selected individuals or groups that have established a
proven track record of responsible trading which supports
the growth of new projects. These individuals are
determined to be long-term investors who are financially
stable and able to support the initial development of the
project without the need to quickly dump for immediate
capital, as well as provide ongoing buying and support.

Private Presale and Seed Sale investor tokens are not
vested.  We believe that every investor has the right to
total ownership of their tokens, and our vetting process
will help to ensure we have solid investors for the duration
of the project.  Seed and Private Presale investors also are
purchasing at the same price as launch (1BNB = 1,000
TEFI) which mitigates the temptation to sell early into the
project.  The inflationary nature of the token will help to
manage any massive parabolic spikes, and will encourage
a natural, steady, healthy chart growth over time as we
quickly integrate TrueDefi into an increasing number of
defi projects. 

Contributions were limited to 5 BNB per individual or
group, to ensure a fair distribution of tokens. 
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TrueDefi Roadmap

-Integrate first Projects "Buy Only Trial"
-Finalize TrueDefi Dapp
-Private Presale
-Fully integrate into a new launch to prove capacity
-Telegram Development, Grow to 1000 Organic Users
-AMA tour pre-launch
-Establish official community leaders and socials team with
clearly communicated expectations
-Publish referral bonus terms and community marketing
initiative
-Presale and launch date set July 5th / 6th

-Grow total project use to 25 total projects / average $3k
daily volume / Realize $10k Monthly fees from TrueDefi
Swapper use
-Update projections and potential impact over next 6
months
-Integrate TrueDefi Swapper into projects on multiple
chains
-Achieve greater referral onboarding than team marketing
onboarding, fully engaging community
-Continued AMA marketing to organic groups of legitimate
users
-Telegram Development, Grow to 2000 Organic Users
-White Label purchase of patent-pending technology

-Grow total project use to 75 total projects across multiple
chains/ average $4k daily volume / realize $50k Monthly
fees from TrueDefi Swapper
-Cost/Benefit analysis of CEX listings
-Update projections and potential impact over next 12
months 

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Our Roadmap is simple and focused: Be the first and the best
at what we do, and then keep improving TrueDefi to remain

the top provider of this service throughout the space.
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